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• Three shears of superior quality at affordable prices

• Dedicated service center for shear sharpening & repairs

• Lifetime warranty

• Free cutting techniques with purchase of any shear

• A complete line of professional cutting tools

BOX BOB
ON TEXTURED HAIR

“SHORT-LONG” CUT
   ON STRAIGHT HAIR

FREE
Cutting Techniques
on the New Product Club App
with Purchase of Any Shear!

SIGNATURE 
LONG LAYERS
WITH BANGS ON STRAIGHT HAIR

Two of the most respected names in the industry,  
Product Club and KARG, have joined forces. Mike Karg,  
an internationally renowned cutter and educator, created 
this line of shears and accessories exclusively for Product Club. 
Utilizing the KARG Cutting System and PCK shears, stylists  
can create salon-relatable, fashion-forward haircuts.

6" Cutting Shear
• Ideal length for both in hand and free-form cutting techniques 

PCK-CT6        Right-handed    
PCK-LFCT6     Left-handed
$150.00

15 Tooth Texturizing Shear
• 15 curved, soft texture teeth 
• Razor sharp convex straight blades 
• Minimizes cutting lines 
• Provides natural looking separation and texture

PCK-TX15      Right-handed
PCK-LFTX15  Left-handed
$150.00

8" Cutting Comb
Medium tooth

PCK-CC1    $6.00

8" Cutting Comb
Wide/Fine tooth

PCK-CC2    $6.00

9" Cutting Comb
Fine tooth

PCK-CC3    $6.00

Roll-up Shear Case
• Durable, easy to clean, vinyl exterior
• Fine leather interior
• Holds up to 8 tools
• Snap pocket to hold blades, shear oil, 

and other accessories 

PCK-SC    $45.00 Shears not included.

Highly Purified Cryo Steel  •  Click Lock Tension System  •  Precision Milled Screw Holes 
Hand-Made Convex Edges  •  Arch of blades are ground in to maintain shear alignment

SHEARS

CUTTING COMBS
Sectioning Tooth for parting wet or dry hair   •  Static-Free  •  High Heat-Resistant  •  Durable

30 Tooth Blending Shear
• 30 dual step curved thinning teeth 
• Razor sharp convex straight blades
• Minimizes cutting lines 
• Greater stylist control over blending 

PCK-BL30      Right-handed
PCK-LFBL30   Left-handed
$150.00
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Stylist Tote
• Durable, easy to clean, vinyl  
• Ideal for storing and transporting 

cutting and styling tools
• Double-pull zipper for easy access 

PCK-TOTE    $24.00

Items not included.

6 pk.
Silicone Grip
Sectioning Clips
• Strong, sturdy construction 
• White silicone strip prevents sliding 

while working on wet or dry hair 
• Clips hold a large amount  

of hair for cutting or styling
• Each clip measures 4-1/2"
• 6 clips per pack 

PCK-SGSC6    $10.00

Continuous Mist 
Spray Bottle
• Gentle, aerosol-quality mist 

for lighter spraying 
• 5 oz./150 mL

PCK-CMSB    $8.00

Cutting Cape
• Soft, lightweight, crinkle nylon 
• Snap closure 
• Machine washable 
• One size fits most
• Measures 54" x 58"

PCK-CCW    $24.00

Produces a light,  
   aerosol-quality mist!

Essentials every stylist should have!

White Cape Provides 
Great Contrast with Hair 
to Make Cutting Easier

CUTTING ACCESSORIES

Hair Cutting 
Techniques

Step-by-Step
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The Start…
Our model has fine hair, but with good density.  
Her hair is straight and she has a fairly high hairline 
in the nape area. 

The Finish…
Creating an entirely new hair style  
and shape with incredible texture.

The Journey…

“Short-Long” Cut

Start with a side part on the right side, 
just below the curvature zone of the 
head. Take a slightly diagonal section 
from the front hairline, and cut on the 
skin with zero elevation, using the 
PCK 6" Precision Cutting Shear. Pull 
the same section out at a 90 degree 
angle to shorten a bit more until you 
reach desired length.

Continue around the head, taking 
diagonal sections. Pull each section 
toward you, and cut at a 90 degree angle. 

Continue following the guide as you move 
around the head until you reach the center 
back. When working in the nape area, make 
sure to leave enough hair to maintain length. 
Repeat on the other side, checking as you go 
to make sure hair is even on each side.

Moving to the top layer, take vertical 
sections and continue cutting at a 90 
degree angle from the right to the left 
side. When you reach the left side, start 
over-directing the hair slightly back. This 
will complete the foundation of the cut.

Now, we will switch to the PCK 6" 15 Tooth 
Texturizing Shear to break up the solidness of 
the sections and personalize the shape. We’re 
going back and working in each previously cut 
section to gently cut into the ends and create 
texture. Start with the first section and cut on  
the skin. 

Moving up into the next section of 
hair just below the crown on the 
right side, pull it toward you and cut 
at a 90 degree angle. Repeat on the 
other side. 

PRO TIP: When working with fine, straight hair, 
move your hand slowly down the strand while 
cutting to minimize cutting lines and to achieve 
a more natural flow of the hair. 
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“Short-Long” Cut  Step-by-Step
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Using the PCK Texturizing Shear in the nape 
area will help to add softness to the hairline. 

Move to the top sections and continue to cut 
into the ends.

PRO TIP: To add extra dimension, twist sections 
of hair and cut into the ends.

To add the final personalization to the cut, use 
the PCK 6" 30 Tooth Blending Shear. Go in and 
grab sections of hair any way you wish, and cut, 
barely touching the edges to cut into just the tips 
of the hair. 
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The Finish in 4 Styling Options“Short-Long” Cut  Step-by-Step
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The Start…
Our model has fine hair, with varied texture. 
Her current hair style doesn’t accentuate 
her incredible facial features. 

The Finish…
Creating a Box Bob with a slight  
A-line and short bangs, to open up  
the face and accentuate the neckline 
and cheekbones.

The Journey…

Box Bob with Bangs

Starting in the back, section the hair right 
above the occipital bone. Tilt the head 
down, and press your hand into the neck 
to help achieve a straight cut line. 

We’re starting with the PCK 6" Precision 
Cutting Shear and cutting in steps against 
the skin, at zero elevation to desired length. 
This will create your guide.

To create the A-line shape desired 
for this style, take the front sections 
of the hair from each side and comb 
behind the ear before you cut. This 
will keep slightly more length in the 
front. Bring remaining hair down, and 
cut on an angle to the guide. Repeat 
on the other side.

Using the PCK 6" 15 Tooth Texturizing 
Shear, go back in and snip just the ends 
to loosen up the perimeter, softening the 
shape and outline.

The next step is to cut the bangs. Take a 
triangle section and tuck the remaining hair 
behind the ears.
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 Box Bob with Bangs  Step-by-Step
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Using the tip of the PCK 6" Precision Cutting 
Shear, start from the center and cut straight 
across to one side. Repeat on the other side, 
also starting from the center.

PRO TIP: When cutting the bangs, gently 
pressing your fingers on top of the fingers 
of your cutting hand helps to keep your 
hand steady. 

Time to add texture and volume! Using the 
PCK 6" 15 Tooth Texturizing Shear and 
working with the natural wave pattern, start in 
the back and work with ¾" vertical sections. 
Pull these sections sideways and out, and cut 
into each one two times. Continue toward the 
front, pulling sections toward the back center 
when cutting to maintain the slight A-line 
shape. Repeat on the other side.

Switching back to the PCK 6" Precision 
Cutting Shear, go back and clean up 
the bang area to open up the face and 
accentuate the bone structure.

For the finishing touch, use the PCK 6" 30 Tooth 
Blending Shear to eliminate any excess weight. 
Take vertical sections and cut into the hair just at 
the tips. This will help to maintain the style as it 
grows out.
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The Finish in 4 Styling Options Box Bob with Bangs  Step-by-Step
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The Start…
Our model has straight, one-length hair 
and a high forehead.

The Finish…
Creating a playful, versatile 
look with long layers and strong 
bangs to beautifully camouflage 
her forehead.

The Journey…

Signature Long Layers

Start in the back and create two 
sections, right above the occipital bone 
to the top of the ear on both sides. Using 
the PCK 6" Precision Cutting Shear, 
cut hair to desired length, and set your 
guide. Take the remaining hair down 
from each section and cut to the guide.

PRO TIP: Tilt client’s head down slightly 
so the hair falls from the nape to allow 
you to cut at zero elevation.

Next, we will cut the bangs. Take a 
center part and then divide the hair 
into two sections, below the crown to 
the top of the ear on both sides. Take 
a triangle section and tuck or clip back 
the remaining hair.

Hold the hair at a 45 degree finger angle 
cutting shortest to longest length. Cut in  
steps until the desired length is achieved. 

PRO TIP: When cutting dry hair you will 
always have a little more tension than on  
wet hair. Stretching your fingers will help  
you gain a bit more finger-length.

Take a center section of hair about 
¾" to 1" wide, depending on the hair 
texture, and comb at a 45 degree angle. 
Tilt hand sideways and cut to create  
the guide of the top layer starting  
with the longest point of the bangs.

Then, take a parallel section by the curvature 
zone of the head and over-direct it over to 
the client’s left eye at a 45 degree hair angle. 
Cut to the length of the established guide 
keeping your fingers straight down and then 
repeat on the next section and also on the 
other side. Check that both sides are even.

Switch to the PCK 6" 15 Tooth 
Texturizing Shear and cut into the tips 
of the bangs at a 45 degree finger 
angle. This will help loosen up any 
heaviness and create softness.
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Signature Long Layers  Step-by-Step
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Moving to the back of the head and working 
from a center part, take a horizontal section 
from right above the occipital bone to the top of 
the ear. Comb the hair straight up and take the 
longest point from the side as a guide and cut. 
Continue to cut remaining sections to the guide. 
Repeat on the other side, and connect with the 
center section. You are just adding layers at this 
point and not affecting the overall length.

Now that the foundation of the cut is complete, 
beautiful layers with strong bangs, it’s time to 
personalize the cut using the PCK 6" 15 Tooth 
Texturizing Shear. Take a horizontal section 
from on the top of the head to the top of the 
ear. Pull the hair toward you and cut, using the 
longest point as your guide to break up the 
ends. Repeat on the other side.

PRO TIP:  If you want more softness to the 
outline, you can continue using the Texturizing 
Shear and go back through the hair, taking big 
vertical sections and cutting into the ends.

Take a vertical section from the top of the head 
to the nape of the neck and bring hair forward 
to create a connection. Clean up the ends. 
Repeat on the opposite side.

Hair can tend to bulk up where the bangs 
meet the first long layer on each side. You 
can eliminate this by using the PCK 6" 30 
Tooth Blending Shear, and cutting into this 
area with the tip of the shear.
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The Finish in 3 Styling OptionsSignature Long Layers  Step-by-Step
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EXCLUSIVE OFFER 
for Schools

Cutting System Kit
PCK-KIT2         Right-Handed Kit
PCK-KITLFTY2  Left-Handed Kit

• 2 Shears of Superior Quality with Lifetime Warranty

• 3 High Heat-Resistant Cutting Combs

• 6 Silicone Grip Sectioning Clips

• Cutting Cape, Tote, and more!

ONLY $145.00
A Value of Over $429.00

8" Medium Tooth 
Cutting Comb
PCK-CC1

8" Wide/Fine Tooth 
Cutting Comb
PCK-CC2

9" Fine Tooth 
Cutting Comb
PCK-CC3

Roll-up Shear Case
PCK-SC

• Durable, easy to clean, vinyl exterior
• Fine leather interior
• Holds up to 8 tools
• Snap pocket to hold blades,  

shear oil, and other accessories Shears not included.

6" Cutting Shear
PCK-CT6        Right-handed 
PCK-LFCT6    Left-handed

• Ideal length for both in hand and free-form cutting techniques

15 Tooth  
Texturizing Shear
PCK-TX15      Right-handed 
PCK-LFTX15  Left-handed

• 15 curved, soft texture teeth 
• Razor sharp convex straight blades 
• Minimizes cutting lines 
• Provides natural looking separation and texture

Highly Purified Cryo Steel  •  Click Lock Tension System  •  Precision Milled Screw Holes 
Hand-Made Convex Edges  •  Arch of blades are ground in to maintain shear alignment

Sectioning Tooth for parting wet or dry hair
Static-Free  •  High Heat-Resistant  •  Durable

Stylist Tote
PCK-TOTE

• Durable, easy to clean, vinyl  
• Double-pull zipper for easy access
• Ideal for storing and transporting cutting and styling tools

Tools not included.
6 pk.
Silicone Grip
Sectioning Clips
PCK-SGSC6

• Strong, sturdy construction 
• White silicone strip prevents sliding 

while working on wet or dry hair 
• Clips hold a large amount  

of hair for cutting or styling
• Each clip measures 4-1/2"
• 6 clips per pack 

Continuous Mist 
Spray Bottle
PCK-CMSB

• Gentle, aerosol-quality mist 
for lighter spraying 

• 5 oz. /150 mL

Cutting Cape
PCK-CCW

• Soft, lightweight, crinkle nylon 
• Snap closure 
• Machine washable 
• One size fits most
• Measures 54" x 58"    

Produces a light,  
   aerosol-quality mist!

White cape provides 
great contrast with hair 
to make cutting easier

For more information, or to place your order, contact your school sales consultant at 800.645.5118.

Cutting System Kit Includes



For more information, or to place an order call 
800.308.3588

Shear Sharpening & Service Center 
833.249.8056


